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Abstract This work applies grammatical evolution to iden-1

tify taxonomic hierarchies of concepts from Wikipedia. Each1 2

article in Wikipedia covers a topic and is cross-linked by3

hyperlinks that connect related topics. Hierarchical tax-4

onomies and their generalization to ontologies are a highly5

useful resource for many applications since they enable6

semantic search and reasoning. Thus, the automatic iden-7

tification of taxonomies composed of concepts associated8

with linked Wikipedia pages has attracted much attention. We9

have developed a system which arranges a set of Wikipedia10

concepts into a taxonomy. This technique is based on the11

relationships among a set of features extracted from the con-12

tents of the Wikipedia pages. We have used a grammatical13

evolution algorithm to discover the best way of combining14

the considered features in an explicit function. Candidate15

functions are evaluated by applying a genetic algorithm to16

approximate the optimal taxonomy that the function can pro-17

vide for a number of training cases. The fitness is computed18

as an average of the precision obtained by comparing, for the19

set of training cases, the taxonomy provided by the evaluated20

function with the reference one. Experimental results show21

that the proposal is able to provide valuable functions to find22

high-quality taxonomies.2 23
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1 Introduction 26

A key step toward the full Semantic Web functionality is 27

the efficient organization of human knowledge in ontolo- 28

gies. These usually large and handmade structures have to be 29

adapted to new knowledge in an efficient and reliable way. 30

There are a wide range of ontology and taxonomy appli- 31

cations. They include summarization (Morales et al. 2008), 32

terminology translation (Navigli et al. 2003), detection of 33

relevant features from textual resources, useful in classi- 34

fication and clustering applications (Vicient et al. 2013), 35

classification of the relevance of the answers for a query 36

(Galitsky 2013), machine translation (Hovy 1998), automatic 37

query expansion (Bhogal et al. 2007), document classifi- 38

cation (Camous et al. 2007), word sense disambiguation 39

(Prokofyev et al. 2013), to name a few. 40

In this work, we propose a method for automatically orga- 41

nizing parts of a wide spread and constantly updated source of 42

knowledge, which is Wikipedia. Nowadays, Wikipedia is the 43

most popular and largest reference work. This freely avail- 44

able encyclopedia is collaboratively edited on the Internet. 45

Information in Wikipedia is organized in articles, and each 46

of them devoted to a particular topic. Wikipedia articles are 47

cross-linked by hyperlinks inserted in the text. An interest- 48

ing question that arises when considering linked Wikipedia 49

pages is the kind of relationship between the linked concepts. 50

In particular, we are interested in identifying the “is a” rela- 51

tionship between Wikipedia concepts in order to organize 52

them into a taxonomy or hierarchy. This kind of relation- 53

ship does not always explicitly appear in the content of the 54

articles. For example, the Wikipedia page for animal has a 55
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link to the Wikipedia page entitled mammal. However, the56

page mammal does not explicitly say that a mammal is an57

animal: Mammals are a clade of endothermic amniotes dis-58

tinguished from the reptiles and the birds by the possession59

of hair, three middle ear bones, mammary glands in females,60

and a neocortex (a region of the brain)... Thus, we need61

to resort to other methods to identify this kind of relation-62

ship.63

Medelyan et al. (2009) made an in-depth review of the dif-64

ferent uses that the research community has given Wikipedia,65

such as information extraction and ontology building. Actu-66

ally, there are several efforts to construct ontologies from67

Wikipedia pages. Several works focus on deriving relations68

from article text. Ruiz-Casado et al. (2005) used WordNet69

for mining the patterns that capture the semantic relation70

between Wikipedia entities. Given two co-occurring seman-71

tically related WordNet nouns, the text that appears between72

them in Wikipedia articles is used to find relations missing73

from WordNet. Other works (Herbelot and Copestake 2006;74

Sucha nek et al. 2006; Nguyen et al. 2007) use a different75

kind of parsers to identify the concepts and the relationships76

between them.77

There are also works investigating the relationships among78

Wikipedia categories. Chernov et al. (2006) studied whether79

links between Wikipedia categories bear semantic meaning.80

They find that the hyperlink connectivity between articles81

in two categories correlates with the semantic relatedness82

of those categories. Nakayama et al. (2007) also exploited83

this idea and built a large association thesaurus, without84

specifying the kind of relationship. YAGO, Yet Another85

Great Ontology (Suchanek et al. 2007), is a large taxon-86

omy created by mapping Wikipedia’s leaf categories onto87

the WordNet taxonomy of synsets and adding the articles88

belonging to those categories as new elements. Khalatbari89

and Mirroshandel (2015) proposed the construction of a pro-90

totype ontology in the animal domain using the Infoboxes91

in Wikipedia pages to extract facts. As this information is92

often incomplete, they use Google searches to look for the93

missed facts. Ben Aouicha et al. (2016) proposed a method94

for obtaining an “is a” taxonomy from the Wikipedia Cate-95

gories Graph (WCG). This graph is constructed by volunteers96

who link Wikipedia categories without explicitly specifying97

the kind of the relation. They exploit expression patterns,98

such as BY (as in Songs by songwriter), to identify the kind99

of relationship. For example, the relation between a category100

whose name contains BY and its descendants is qualified as101

“is a”. Another example of ontology related to Wikipedia102

is the DBpedia ontology (Lehmann et al. 2014). DBpedia103

is a project aiming to extract structured information from104

Wikipedia and to make this information available on the105

emerging Web of Data. The DBpedia project maps Wikipedia106

infoboxes from different language editions to a single shared107

ontology. The DBpedia ontology is a shallow, cross-domain108

ontology, which has been manually created based on the most 109

commonly used infoboxes within Wikipedia. The ontology 110

currently covers 529 classes which form a subsumption hier- 111

archy. Wikipedia has also been used for expanding existing 112

ontologies. Schlegel et al. (2015) resorted to Wikipedia as a 113

source of synonyms to expand SNOMED CT, an ontology 114

of clinical terminology commonly used for processing clin- 115

ical documents. The authors propose methods for aligning 116

concepts in SNOMED CT with Wikipedia articles in order 117

to find synonyms that may be added to SNOMED CT. Ali 118

and Raghavan (2015) used Wikipedia to extend the Simple 119

Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) (Miles and Bech- 120

hofer 2008). It is a W3C recommendation for representing 121

taxonomies, as well as any structured controlled vocabu- 122

lary. The authors propose the annotation model SKOS-Wiki, 123

using the structure of the Wikipedia network and the tem- 124

plate within the Wikipedia pages to define different types of 125

concepts. 126

These and other works (Wu and Weld 2007; Weber and 127

Buitelaar 2006; Ponzetto and Strube 2007) indicate the actual 128

need of discovering and organizing the relationships within 129

the encyclopedic knowledge of Wikipedia. 130

Given the complexity of the problem, metaheuristic 131

approaches, such as evolutionary algorithms, are among 132

the methodologies used to deal with the generation of tax- 133

onomies. We have to take into account that the number of 134

possible trees with a fixed set of N nodes is N N−2 (Cay- 135

ley’s tree formula) (Clarke 1958). Even for a small number 136

of nodes, the amount of possible trees is huge, and thus, 137

heuristic methods are required. Some works applying meta- 138

heuristic approaches have been devoted to the hierarchical 139

multi-label classification (HMC) problem of assigning func- 140

tions to proteins, being each function represented by a class 141

(term) in the gene ontology (GO). Cerri et al. (2014) applied 142

a genetic algorithm, while Otero et al. (2009) proposed an 143

ant colony optimization algorithm. Their methods discover 144

classification rules which are able to predict GO terms. Oth- 145

man et al. (2007) combined semantic similarity measures and 146

a genetic algorithm to search semantically similar terms in 147

the gene ontology. The genetic algorithm is employed to per- 148

form batch retrievals while handling the large search space 149

of the gene ontology graph. Mao (2001) proposed to use for- 150

mal semantics of ontology to improve genetic algorithms and 151

make them more adaptive for semantic-based problems. He 152

illustrated the usage of the algorithm with a traditional Chi- 153

nese medicine ontology. Isele and Bizer (2013) presented 154

the ActiveGenLink tool which combines genetic program- 155

ming and active learning to generate expressive linkage rules 156

interactively. The ActiveGenLink algorithm automates the 157

generation of linkage rules, and then, the user can either con- 158

firm or decline a number of link candidates. Most of these 159

approaches are focused on a gene ontology with a controlled 160

vocabulary. 161
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Discovering taxonomies in Wikipedia by means of grammatical evolution

Fig. 1 System scheme. The

input data to the algorithm are

the Wikipedia pages associated

with different concepts, and the

training set of taxonomies. The

grammatical evolution

algorithm uses a genetic

algorithm to compute the fitness

of the candidate functions

There are also some recent works applying evolution-162

ary approaches to deal with problems related to the one we163

are considering. Bartoli et al. (2016) proposed an algorithm164

based on grammatical evolution for learning a similar-165

ity function suitable for extracting syntactic patterns from166

unstructured text streams. Forsati and Shamsfard (2016)167

addressed the ontology mapping problem of identifying168

semantically aligned entities in different ontologies. They169

build a similarity matrix from different similarity measures.170

This matrix is used as fitness function in a search process171

based on a harmony search (HS) algorithm (Geem et al.172

2001). HS algorithms are an optimization method which imi-173

tates the music improvisation process.174

In this work, we have developed a system which arranges175

a set of Wikipedia concepts into a taxonomy. Wikipedia’s176

articles are devoted to a particular topic, and related arti-177

cles are connected by hyperlinks. Our proposal is based on178

the relationships among a set of features extracted from the179

contents of the Wikipedia pages. We apply grammatical evo-180

lution (GE), a kind of evolutionary algorithm, to discover the181

best way of combining the considered features in an explicit182

function. Candidate functions are evaluated by applying a183

genetic algorithm to approximate the optimal taxonomy that184

the function can provide for a number of training cases.185

The remainder of the paper presents the model, its imple-186

mentation and its evaluation. Section 2 shows a general187

overview of the system, whose elements are detailed in the188

following sections. Section 3 describes the features that are189

extracted from the Wikipedia pages content to define an190

evaluation function for the taxonomy in which the corre-191

sponding concepts should be arranged. Section 4 is devoted192

to the grammatical evolution algorithm which optimizes the193

candidate functions of features. The genetic algorithm used194

to compute the fitness of the GE algorithm is described in195

Sect. 5. Section 6 presents the experimental framework and 196

results obtained. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sect. 7. 197

2 System overview 198

Our system searches for a function capable of selecting a 199

particular arrangement of a set of Wikipedia concepts in a 200

taxonomy. The chosen arrangement should optimize a num- 201

ber of relationships among the concepts. 202

The GE algorithm works with a population of candidate 203

functions which compete to be selected in the next genera- 204

tion according to its fitness. The candidate functions being 205

evaluated should approximate the hierarchical relationships 206

between the concepts of the considered taxonomy. Fitness is 207

computed as the average, for the set of training taxonomies, 208

of the precision obtained when comparing the taxonomy that 209

presents the highest score according to the function, with 210

the reference one. In order to obtain the highest score tax- 211

onomy that a candidate function can provide, we need to 212

perform an optimization process which is, in turn, imple- 213

mented by a genetic algorithm. We have used different parts 214

of the DBpedia ontology for training and evaluation. Specif- 215

ically, we have used a set of taxonomies extracted from the 216

Species part of the DBpedia ontology for training. 217

Figure 1 shows a scheme of the system. Wikipedia pro- 218

vides the linked pages of articles related to a set of concepts. 219

From the terms contained in each of these documents, we 220

compute a weighted term vector associated with the corre- 221

sponding concept. Different relationships can be expected 222

to be fulfilled between the vectors associated with related 223

concepts. Then, a function that appropriately combines 224

these features can detect the hierarchical relation between 225

two concepts. The grammatical evolution algorithm evolves 226
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functions combining the considered features. Fitness of a227

candidate function is computed by comparing the approxi-228

mate best taxonomy that the function can obtain for a number229

of training cases, with the taxonomy of reference of each230

case. The best taxonomy for a function and training case is231

obtained applying a genetic algorithm, which uses the term232

vectors representing the documents to compute the value of233

the features appearing in the function. A very preliminary234

account of part of this work was presented in an abstract235

elsewhere (Araujo et al. 2015).236

The contributions of this paper are threefold:237

1. We explore new measures which capture not only simi-238

larity between concepts, but also the trend of a concept239

to be the parent or the child in a particular relationship,240

thus helping to determine the direction of the relationship241

between two given concepts.242

2. We propose a novel approach based on grammatical243

evolution to arrange a set of concepts in the most appro-244

priate taxonomy taking into account the relationships245

among pairs of concepts. Additionally, this approach pro-246

duces explicit functions of features ready to be applied to247

new sets of concepts. Moreover, these functions provide248

insights into the relevance of different relations consid-249

ered among concepts.250

3. We introduce innovations in the evaluation of candi-251

date functions in the grammatical evolutionary approach,252

using a GA to find a good approximation to the reference253

taxonomy required for evaluation. We also propose some254

optimizations to reduce the GE execution time that can255

be used for other applications of GE.256

3 The Wikipedia taxonomies problem257

As we can not trust that the article of a concept, such as mam-258

mal, contains an explicit expression indicating that mammal259

is an animal, we resort to statistical techniques to represent260

the pages and analyze their relationships.261

In the vector space model (Salton et al. 1975), text262

documents are represented as vectors of terms. This represen-263

tation is used in information extraction, information retrieval,264

indexing and relevance rankings. Each position in the vectors265

associated with documents corresponds to a term i in the set266

of documents:267

d j = (w1, j , w2, j , . . . , wt, j )268

The value of each term (wi, j ) indicates the relevance of the269

term as representative of the document d j . If a term does not270

occur in the document, its value in the vector is zero. There271

are different ways of computing the value corresponding to272

each term, i.e., its weight. We represent each Wikipedia arti-273

cle by a vector of weights, each corresponding to a term in 274

the collection of articles of the considered Wikipedia pages. 275

We use one of the most common measures for weighting 276

each term: TF-IDF (term frequency–inverse document fre- 277

quency), where TF, tf(t, d), stands for the frequency of a 278

term t in a document d, and IDF, idf(t, D), for the inverse 279

document frequency of a term t in the considered collection 280

D. In the case of the term frequency tf(t, d), we use the aug- 281

mented frequency (Manning et al. 2008) to prevent a bias 282

toward longer documents, i.e., raw frequency f (t, d) (the 283

number of times that term t occurs in document d) divided 284

by the maximum raw frequency of a term in the document: 285

tf(t, d) = 0.5 +
0.5 × f (t, d)

max{ f (w, d) : w ∈ d}
286

The inverse document frequency is a measure of whether 287

the term is common or rare across all documents. It is 288

obtained by dividing the total number of documents by the 289

number of documents containing the term and then taking 290

the logarithm of that quotient: 291

idf(t, D) = log
|D|

|d ∈ D : t ∈ d|
292

where |D| is the number of documents in the corpus or col- 293

lection, and d is the number of documents where the term t 294

appears. We have used an English Wikipedia articles dump1
295

as reference collection. Then, tf-idf is computed as: 296

tf-idf(t, d, D) = tf(t, d) × idf(t, D) 297

3.1 Relationships 298

The next point to tackle is to identify some relationships 299

which tend to be met between two linked pages (i.e., their 300

corresponding vectors) with a hierarchical relationship. We 301

have considered the following features: 302

– COS (cosine) The most popular similarity measure is the 303

cosine coefficient, which measures the angle between two 304

document vectors. It is commonly used to detect whether 305

two documents are really related to each other. 306

– DIFSIM (differences in similarity) This measure gives an 307

approximation to the similarity between the intersection 308

S of two vectors A and B, and any of the vectors, A or 309

B. If there exists a hierarchical relationship between two 310

concepts, one can expect that a large part of the content 311

of one of them is included in the other one. The common 312

part of the two concepts can be computed as: 313

si = ai + bi − (ai × bi ) 314

1 http://download.wikimedia.org/enwiki/.
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Discovering taxonomies in Wikipedia by means of grammatical evolution

Fig. 2 Scheme of the mapping

process in grammatical

evolution

where ai represents the components of the vector corre-315

sponding to concept A, and bi those of concept B. The316

common part can be similar to any of the concepts. Then,317

we expect to have cosine(S, A) ≈ 1 if the intersection of318

the two concepts is similar to A and cosine(S, B) ≈ 1319

if the intersection is similar to B. Then, DIFSIM feature320

measures the difference between both cosines. High val-321

ues of DIFSIM may indicate a hierarchical relationship,322

distinguishing it from a sibling relationship.323

– Distinct terms The DIFSIM feature is useful to detect324

whether there is a hierarchical relationship between two325

concepts, but not its direction. Accordingly, we have326

explored the terms non-shared (distinct) by the two con-327

cepts. One can expect that the relative degree of generality328

of two linked concepts affects the relevance of the particu-329

lar terms of the concept. Specifically, we have considered330

the following measures related to the distinct terms:331

– Average weight of distinct terms (AWD) It is calcu-332

lated as the average weight of terms appearing in333

one concept but not in the other one. This feature334

measures the relevance of the exclusive terms of a335

concept.336

– Standard deviation of distinct terms (SDD) It is cal-337

culated as the standard deviation of the weight of338

distinct terms in each concept. This feature measures339

the dispersion from the average of the exclusive terms340

of a concept.341

These features tend to adopt higher values for the parent–342

child relationship than for the child–parent one.343

We now need to combine these features in a function able344

to detect the tendency of Wikipedia linked concepts to present345

a hierarchical relationship.346

4 The proposal347

Grammatical evolution (GE) (O’Neill and Ryan 2001) is348

an evolutionary algorithm that evolves programs using a349

Backus Naur Form (BNF) grammar to describe the output350

language and presents potential capacity for parallelization351

(He et al. 2016). In this way, GE does not perform the evo-352

lutionary process on actual programs, but on variable-length353

binary strings. A mapping process generates programs in any354

formal language by using the binary strings to produce inte-355

ger strings, which are used to select production rules in a356

BNF grammar definition. The result is the construction of a 357

syntactically correct program that can be evaluated by a fit- 358

ness function. More precisely, variable-length binary string 359

genomes are used with each codon or group of 8 bits rep- 360

resenting an integer value. The integer values are then used 361

in a mapping function to select an appropriate production 362

rule from the BNF definition, the numbers generated always 363

representing one of the rules. GE does not suffer from the 364

problem of having to ignore codon integer values because it 365

does not generate illegal values. Figure 2 outlines the map- 366

ping process. 367

As the population is composed of binary strings, we 368

do not need any special crossover or mutation operators. 369

The algorithm adopted in this case is a variable-length 370

genetic algorithm. Individual initialization is achieved by 371

randomly generating variable-length binary strings within 372

a pre-specified range of codons. In the experiments con- 373

ducted in this paper, we use the initialization range of ten 374

codons, where a codon is a group of 8 bits. We adopt the 375

standard genetic operators of one point mutation and one 376

point crossover, as it is done by O’Neill and Ryan (2001). 377

The BNF grammar (Fig. 3) has been designed so as to 378

include the features that have been identified as indicators of 379

possible hierarchical relationships, such as cosine similarity 380

(COS), the difference in the similarity of each concept and 381

the intersection of both (DIFSIM), and the relevance of the 382

distinct terms (AWD) and their deviation (SDD). 383

In this work, we adopt the standard approach to constant 384

creation in genetic programming (GP), having values chosen 385

randomly within a pre-specified range (Koza 1992). More 386

sophisticated methods (Dempsey et al. 2007) have been pro- 387

posed for the constant creation in GE. However, the values of 388

the constants of our problem are limited to a small range— 389

the range in which the features take values—and we have 390

observed in the experiments that results are not too sensi- 391

tive to small changes. Therefore, in this case the standard 392

approach is valid, though it can be improved in the future. 393

One of the GE parameters is the allowed maximum depth 394

for the trees representing the candidate functions. During 395

the evaluation process, individuals that exceed the maximum 396

depth are discarded. After each generation, the population is 397

completed with new individuals to restore the required size. 398

The fitness of the GE algorithm is computed as the average 399

precision achieved by comparing, for a number of training 400

cases, the taxonomy provided by the candidate function and 401

the reference taxonomy. In order to obtain the taxonomy 402

which optimizes the value of the candidate function for a 403
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expr
<expr> ::= <op> <var> <var>

| if <cond> <expr> <expr>
| <var>

<op> ::= +
| -
| /
| *

<cond> ::= <var> = <var>
| <var> < <var>
| <var> > <var>
| <var> >= <var>
| <var> <= <var>
| <var> = <cst>
| <var> < <cst>
| <var> > <cst>
| <var> >= <cst>
| <var> <= <cst>

<var> ::= COS
| DIFSIM
| AWD1
| AWD2
| SDD1
| SDD2

<cst> ::= 0.05 | 0.1 | ... | 0.9 | 0 | 1 | ... | 9

Fig. 3 BNF grammar for the algorithm

particular set of concepts, we have resorted to a genetic algo-404

rithm.405

5 Genetic algorithm for computing the fitness of406

the grammatical evolution algorithm407

The input of this algorithm is a set of concepts that have to408

be arranged in a taxonomy. More specifically, the input is the409

features computed from the weighted term vectors of each410

pair of concepts in the input set. Individuals in this GA are411

taxonomies represented as vectors in which we can easily412

identify the descendant nodes of a given node and perform413

swapping between nodes.414

Each position in the vector representing a taxonomy is415

devoted to a concept, and registers:416

– The position of the parent node417

– The number of children418

– A vector with the positions of the children419

– The level within the tree420

5.1 Crossover operator421

The crossover operator combines two different hierarchi-422

cal arrangements of the same set of nodes. This is done by423

choosing at random a node different from the root and then 424

swapping the subtrees under the nodes corresponding to the 425

selected concept at each parent. However, we have to take 426

into account that some of the nodes coming from the other 427

parent B may be already present in the current parent A. In 428

this case, the repeated nodes are erased from the coming sub- 429

tree. Analogously, the coming subtree may lack some nodes 430

which were present in the substituted subtree. Then, these 431

nodes are included in the coming subtree as other children. 432

Due to the nature of the problem, in which all the individ- 433

uals have to contain all the involved concepts, the crossover 434

operator is somehow similar to a mutation operator. 435

5.2 Mutation operator 436

We have implemented four different mutation operators, 437

which are randomly chosen when mutation is applied. 438

– Swap of two nodes, without their subtrees. The nodes are 439

chosen at random. 440

– Swap of the root node with another node chosen at ran- 441

dom. Changes in the root node have more influence on 442

the results, and thus, we have introduced this specific 443

operator for the root in order to favor the exploration of 444

alternatives to the root. 445

– Search of the best swap for a node chosen at random. 446

– Swap of subtrees under two nodes chosen at random. This 447

operator in somehow similar to the proposed crossover 448

operator, but in this case there is no exchange of infor- 449

mation between individuals. 450

5.3 Fitness function 451

The fitness function is computed as the sum, for all the nodes 452

in the taxonomy, of the score assigned to the relationship 453

between the node and its parent. 454

∑

node∈tax .

score(rel(node, parent)) 455

The score of the relationship between the node and its parent 456

is computed by applying the feature function being evaluated 457

in the GE algorithm to these nodes. 458

The computation of this function is efficient since all the 459

relationships between concepts are calculated and registered 460

in advance in the initialization of the GE algorithm. 461

6 Experimental framework 462

We have focused the training for obtaining a set of functions 463

able to arrange a set of concepts in a taxonomy, on the part 464

of the DBpedia ontology concerning species that appears in 465
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Discovering taxonomies in Wikipedia by means of grammatical evolution

Species
Archaea
Bacteria
Eukaryote

Animal
Amphibian
Arachnid
Bird
Crustacean
Fish
Insect
Mammal
Mollusca
Reptile

Fungus
Plant

Lycopodiopsida
Cycad
Fern
FloweringPlant
Ginkgo
Gnetophytes
GreenAlgae
Moss

Fig. 4 DBpedia ontology: Species part

Fig. 4. Later on, we have used other taxonomies, also from466

the DBpedia ontology, for evaluating the obtained functions.467

The concepts covered in the species taxonomy are very spe-468

cific, and thus, they can provide less noisy results. We have469

downloaded the Wikipedia pages corresponding to the con-470

cepts in this hierarchy.2471

We have built a training set composed of five taxonomies472

extracted from the species taxonomy shown in Fig. 4: the473

taxonomy corresponding to the concept animal, the one474

corresponding to the concept plant, other two taxonomies475

(partial animal and partial plant) which are subsets of the476

animal and plant taxonomies, respectively, and another one477

(partial species) which includes concepts from the whole478

species taxonomy, all of them composed of less than 14 con-479

cepts. These taxonomies are shown in Fig. 5. The reason for480

training with subsets of the species taxonomy instead of using481

the whole taxonomy is that the problem is too difficult for482

large taxonomies, as we have noticed in preliminary exper-483

iments, and has to be tackled considering relatively small484

sets of nodes. This difficulty is also shown by a baseline485

that corresponds to the precision—rate of relationships cor-486

rectly detected—achieved by randomly generating each of487

the training taxonomies. Table 1 presents this baseline as the488

average and standard deviation of the precision achieved in 20489

random generations of each taxonomy in the training set. The490

low values, below 1%, obtained for the larger taxonomies,491

animal, plant and partial species, indicate the difficulty of492

the problem.493

2 They are available at http://nlp.uned.es/~lurdes/wikipedia_data.

Let us assume to illustrate the evaluation process that the 494

following candidate function has been generated by the GE 495

algorithm: 496

expr(i f (cond(var(AW D2),<=, var(SDD1)), 497

expr(op(+), var(DI F SI M), var(C O S)), 498

expr(op(/), var(DI F SI M), var(SDD1)))) (1) 499
500

In order to compute its fitness, the function is applied to the 501

subset of nodes of the training cases. Let us consider a train- 502

ing set composed of only two training cases corresponding to 503

the animal and plant taxonomies appearing in Fig. 5. Let us 504

assume that the GA used for computing the fitness produces 505

the taxonomies shown in Fig. 6 as an approximation to the 506

taxonomies with the highest score that the candidate func- 507

tion can provide for these two training sets. Then, the fitness 508

of the function is computed as the average of the precision 509

for the two cases. In the animal taxonomy, the function has 510

been able to capture 8 out of 10 relations between concepts 511

of the taxonomy, achieving 80% of precision. In the plant 512

taxonomy, the function has been able to capture 5 out of 9 513

relationships, achieving 55.5% of precision. Thus, the fitness 514

would be 67.75, the average of both values. 515

6.1 Obtaining the functions that evaluate Wikipedia 516

taxonomies 517

We have to take into account that this GA is run each time 518

that an individual of the GE algorithm has to be evaluated. 519

Therefore, we have to look for a set of parameters which 520

provide good enough individuals in a short time. 521

After a number of tests, we have selected the values 522

appearing in Table 2. The algorithm is run until convergence 523

or reaching the maximum number of generations. We can 524

observe that the mutation rate is higher than the crossover 525

rate. Due to the nature of the problem, in which all the trees 526

of the population are composed of the same set of concepts, 527

mutation and crossover are quite similar. Besides, we have 528

introduced a variety of mutation operators which aim to pro- 529

vide different kinds of information exchange. Thus, we favor 530

the application of this operator. 531

Table 3 shows the parameters adopted for the GE algo- 532

rithm. The last parameter corresponds to the maximum depth 533

allowed in the trees representing the candidate functions. We 534

have observed that a maximum depth of 40 is enough for the 535

algorithm to generate the most useful functions. 536

In order to reduce execution time, we have introduced 537

some optimizations. First, all the data the GA fitness com- 538

putation requires are calculated and registered in advance 539

for each pair of concepts involved in the test. In addition, 540

we record the sequences of grammar rules that have already 541

appeared during the execution and their fitness. Specifically, 542
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Animal
Amphibian
Arachnid
Bird
Crustacean
Fish
Insect
Mammal
Mollusca
Reptile

Plant
Lycopodiopsida
Pinophyta
Cultivar
Cycad
Fern
FloweringPlant
Ginkgo
Gnetophyta
GreenAlgae
Moss

Animal
Amphibian
Arachnid
Crustacean
Fish
Insect
Mollusca
Reptile

Animal Taxonomy Plant Taxonomy Partial Animal Tax.

Plant
Lycopodiopsida
Cultivar
Cycad
Fern
FloweringPlant
Gnetophyta
Moss

Species
Eukaryote

Plant
Cultivar
Cycad
FloweringPlant
Moss

Animal
Arachnid
Bird
Mammal
Mollusca
Reptile

.xaTseicepSlaitraP.xaTtnalPlaitraP

Fig. 5 Taxonomies in the training set

Table 1 Baseline (precision) for 20 random generations for each tax-

onomy in the training set

Taxonomy Average SD

Animal 0.09 0.10

Plant 0.075 0.09

Partial animal 0.22 0.14

Partial plant 0.12 0.15

Partial species 0.07 0.07

Animal
Amphibian
Arachnid
Bird
Fish
Insect
Mammal
Mollusca

Crustacean
Reptile

Moss
Plant

Lycopodiopsida
Cycad
Fern
FloweringPlant
Ginkgo

Gnetophytes
GreenAlgae

(b)(a)

Fig. 6 Examples of taxonomies that could be generated with the GA

for the candidate function of Eq. 1 for animal (a) and plant (b)

Table 2 Parameters of the GA

used in the GE fitness evaluation
Parameter Value

Population size 20

N. generations 50

Crossover rate 10%

Mutation rate 50%

Table 3 Parameters of the GE algorithm

Parameter Value

Population size 20

N. generations 50

Crossover rate 40%

Mutation rate 10%

Max. depth of the tree 40

we register the different sequences of integers used to select 543

the BNF grammar rules (after applying the module function 544

to the integers corresponding to the binary strings of the GE 545

algorithm) associated with each candidate function, along 546

with the best fitness obtained in three evaluations. Then,
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Discovering taxonomies in Wikipedia by means of grammatical evolution

when an individual has to be evaluated, we check whether its547

genotype corresponds to a phenotype that has already been548

evaluated three times. In this case, the individual does not549

need to be evaluated again.550

6.1.1 Best functions found551

Table 4 shows some of the best functions found by the algo-552

rithm along different runs. Table 5 shows the results achieved553

with these functions for the training set. We can observe that554

all of them provide average results around 80%, which is555

a high value if we consider the difficulty of the problem, as556

Table 1 indicates. However, none of the functions considered557

has been able to provide the reference taxonomy for all the558

training taxonomies, being the best precision of all of them559

around 85%.560

In order to analyze these results, Table 6 shows the pre-561

cision achieved for each taxonomy in the training set. This562

table shows the best and average fitness of 20 runs for each563

of the first five functions shown in Table 4 for the training564

set. Though all the functions appearing in Table 4 provide565

high precision for the training taxonomies, we have selected566

a subset of five of them, whose differences in the results are567

Table 4 Best functions found

ID Function

F1 expr(if(cond(var(AWD2),<=,var(SDD1)),

expr(op(+), var(DIFSIM), var(COS)),

expr(op(/),var(DIFSIM),var(SDD1))))

F2 expr(if(cond(var(SDD2),>,cte(0.6)), expr(op(/),

var(AWD1), var(AWD2)),

expr(if(cond(var(SDD1),>=,var(SDD2)),

expr(var(COS)),

expr(op(/),var(AWD1),var(AWD2))))))

F3 expr(op(/),var(AWD1),var(SDD2))

F4 expr(if(cond(var(SDD2),>=,var(SDD1)),

expr(op(*), var(COS), var(COS)),

expr(var(DIFSIM))))

F5 expr(if(cond(var(SDD2),<=,var(AWD1)),

expr(op(*), var(AWD1), var(DIFSIM)),

expr(op(/),var(SDD1),var(AWD1))))

F6 expr(op(/),var(SDD1),var(SDD2))

F7 expr(if(cond(var(AWD1),>=,var(SDD2)),

expr(var(DIFSIM)), expr(var(COS))))

F8 expr(op(/),var(SDD1),var(AWD2))

F9 expr(if(cond(var(AWD1),<=,var(DIFSIM)),

expr(var(SDD1)),

expr(op(/),var(SDD1),var(SDD2))))

F10 expr(if(cond(var(SDD1),>=,var(AWD2)),

expr(op(+), var(AWD1), var(DIFSIM)),

expr(op(/),var(DIFSIM),var(DIFSIM))))

Table 5 Precision achieved for

each function in Table 4 for the

training set

Func. Best Average SD

F1 0.85 0.82 0.02

F2 0.84 0.81 0.02

F3 0.86 0.80 0.03

F4 0.86 0.77 0.04

F5 0.84 0.79 0.03

F6 0.86 0.81 0.02

F7 0.86 0.75 0.04

F8 0.87 0.80 0.04

F9 0.86 0.82 0.02

F10 0.83 0.74 0.06

The first column shows the best

result, the second column the

average, and the last one the stan-

dard deviation of 20 executions

statistically significant, as we will see later. We can observe 568

that all the selected functions achieve high results for the 569

training taxonomies. In fact, the first three functions are able 570

to find the four first reference taxonomies in some of the runs. 571

However, none of them has been able to produce the reference 572

taxonomy for the partial species case. This one is not only 573

the larger one, but it also includes the most general concepts, 574

as species, which makes the problem more difficult. 575

6.2 Results for the test set 576

Once we have obtained a set of functions, we have tested them 577

on a different set of taxonomies also extracted from DBpedia 578

ontology, which is our reference for evaluation. The test set 579

of taxonomies appears in Fig. 7. They correspond to concepts 580

related to time periods, musical works, means of transport 581

and person. Table 7 shows a baseline for the results. These 582

values are the average and standard deviation achieved in 20 583

random generations of each taxonomy in the test set. In all 584

cases, we can see very low values, below 0.2. The values are 585

particularly low for the person taxonomy. These data indicate 586

the difficulty of the problem for the test set. 587

Table 8 shows the results obtained by the five selected 3588

functions for the test set. We can observe that the results 589

of each function depend on the test taxonomy, since the 590

Wikipedia pages for each of them present different features. 591

There has been at least one function able to produce the refer- 592

ence taxonomy for each the four test taxonomies. However, 593

none of the functions has been able to produce the reference 594

taxonomy for all the test taxonomies. Functions F2 and F3 595

have the best behavior in average as their results are above 596

50% for all the test taxonomies, and above 75% for three of 597

them. 598

Table 9 shows the Wilcoxon test results for the considered 599

functions in the case of the person taxonomy. We can see that 600

the differences are statistically significant (p < 0.05). 601
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Table 6 Precision achieved for the five selected functions in Table 4 for each taxonomy in the training set

Tax. F1 F2 F3 F4 F5

Animal 1 0.89(0.04) 1 0.92(0.06) 1 0.88(0.08) 1 0.77(0.11) 0.88 0.83(0.05)

Plant 1 0.90(0.03) 1 0.86(0.10) 1 0.88(0.07) 0.9 0.86(0.06) 0.9 0.87(0.04)

P. An. 1 0.85(0.04) 1 0.89(0.07) 1 0.87(0.07) 1 0.83(0.08) 1 0.82(0.07)

P. Pl. 1 0.90(0.06) 1 1(0) 1 0.97(0.06) 1 0.90(0.06) 1 0.87(0.04)

P. Sp. 0.75 0.55(0.09) 0.5 0.37(0.05) 0.5 0.39(0.06) 0.66 0.48(0.11) 0.66 0.56(0.09)

The first column shows the best result, and the second column the average and the standard deviation between parentheses, of 20 executions

P. An. partial animal, P. Pl. partial plant, P. Sp. partial species

.xaTkroWlacisuM.xaTdoirepemiT

TimePeriod (Time)
GeologicalPeriod
HistoricalPeriod (History by Pe-

riod)
PeriodOfArtisticStyle (ArtPeriod)
PrehistoricalPeriod (Prehistory)
Year
YearInSpaceflight (LightYear)

MusicalWork (Musical composition)
Album
ArtistDiscography (Discography)
ClassicalMusicComposition

(Classical Music)
NationalAnthem
Opera
Single
Song

Eurovision Song Contest

.xaTnoitatropsnarTfosnaeM.xaTnosreP

Person
Ambassador
Artist
Astronaut
Celebrity
Farmer
HorseTrainer
Journalist
Judge
Militarypersonnel
Model
Philosopher
Playboy
Playmate
Presenter
Psychologist
Referee

MeanOfTransportation (Mode of transport)
Aircraft
MilitaryVehicle (Armoured fighting vehicle)
Automobile (Car)
Motorcycle
Ship
Spacecraft
Train

Fig. 7 Test set of taxonomies from DBpedia ontology

Table 7 Baseline for 20 random generations for each taxonomy in the

test set

Taxonomy Average SD

Person 0.07 0.10

Time period 0.175 0.22

Musical work 0.1 0.11

Transport 0.19 0.19

Results indicate that the features extracted from the con-602

tent of the Wikipedia pages are valuable indicators of the603

hierarchical relationships between linked pages. They also604

indicate that it is better to search for each part of the taxonomy605

separately, i.e., considering groups of concepts correspond-606

ing to Wikipedia pages directly connected. Taxonomies with 607

several levels are too noisy for the functions to find appro- 608

priate arrangements. 609

As the taxonomy to be found becomes larger, the diffi- 610

culty of the problem increases a lot. However, the evaluation 611

functions found by the grammatical evolutionary algorithm 612

during the training phase are valid for dealing with larger 613

taxonomies. To show this fact, we have chosen the person 614

taxonomy, one of the largest included in the Dbpedia ontol- 615

ogy. This taxonomy has an only level, being all the nodes 616

offspring of the “person” node, which is the case properly 617

captured by the system. In order to analyze the scalability of 618

the functions provided by the GE algorithm, we have run one 619

of the best function found, F3 in Table 4, on a larger version 620

of the person taxonomy, composed of up to 25 nodes, shown 621
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Discovering taxonomies in Wikipedia by means of grammatical evolution

Table 8 Best, average precision

and deviation of each function

in Table 4 for each considered

test set

F. Person Time period Musical work Transportation

B. Av. St. B. Av. St. B. Av. St. B. Av. St.

F1 0.75 0.58 0.14 1 0.61 0.15 1 0.79 0.20 0.42 0.13 0.13

F2 0.91 0.78 0.12 0.83 0.56 0.15 1 0.86 0.08 0.85 0.84 0.04

F3 1 0.86 0.08 0.83 0.53 0.12 1 0.88 0.05 1 0.83 0.08

F4 0.75 0.66 0.04 0.83 0.63 0.16 0.87 0.65 0.13 0.57 0.38 0.10

F5 0.83 0.70 0.07 1 0.60 0.13 1 0.94 0.13 0.71 0.34 0.12

Average and deviation of 20 executions

Table 9 Wilcoxon test results for person taxonomy

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5

F1 1

F2 9.5 e−9 1

F3 1.3 e−12 0.007 1

F4 0.04 3.8 e−9 8.5 e−15 1

F5 0.0006 2.9 e−5 2.2 e−10 0.001 1

in Fig. 8. Figure 9 shows the results of accuracy obtained622

with different number of nodes. Specifically, it shows the623

best result obtained in ten runs (Best), the average of ten624

runs (Average) and also the baseline. Looking at the base-625

line, we can see how the difficulty of the problem significantly626

increases as we add more nodes to the set of concepts to be627

arranged in a taxonomy, leading to a decrease in accuracy.628

However, despite the difficulty of the problem, the results629

obtained by the function provided by the GE algorithm are630

still valuable, obtaining accuracy values which range from 1631

to 0.5 for the best taxonomy found by the GA.632

7 Conclusions633

The GE algorithm presented in this work is able to produce634

functions that correctly identify some taxonomies among635

Wikipedia concepts, such as plant, animal, person, time636

period, musical work and means of transport. Even in the637

cases in which the obtained taxonomy does not match the638

DBpedia ontology used as reference, we can see that the639

method is able to detect real relationships such as the ones640

between insect and arachnid, crustacean and fish, playboy641

and celebrity or discography and EurovisionSongContest.642

Best results are obtained between groups of concepts which643

are directly connected in Wikipedia. Results get worse for644

the most general concepts, such as species, the top of the645

considered part of the DBpedia ontology in the training set.646

The GE algorithm has been able to provide valuable func-647

tions that combine the considered features extracted from the648

Wikipedia pages. However, other features can be extracted649

Person
Ambassador
Architect
Artist
Astronaut
Celebrity
Character
Chef
Economist
Farmer
Historian
Horsetrainer
Journalist
Judge
Militarypersonnel
Model
Monarch
Philosopher
Playboy
Playmate
Politician
Presenter
Psychologist
Referee
Romanemperor
Scientist

Fig. 8 Larger version of the person taxonomy

from the Wikipedia pages, and the proposed algorithm can 650

be used to find the best function to combine them. 651

There is a lot of work that can be done to improve the 652

results of this proposal, apart from the mentioned introduc- 653

tion of additional features from the Wikipedia pages. We 654

can also look for different ways of evaluating the taxon- 655

omy in the GA used by the GE algorithm. In this work, 656

the candidate functions have been evaluated by applying it 657

to each couple of nodes connected by a parent–child rela- 658

tionship in the taxonomy being evaluated. However, other 659

relationships can be considered, as those between a node and 660

all its ancestors. Concerning the GE algorithm, we plan to 661

explore possible improvements in the generation of constants 662

for the candidate functions. Though the proposed algorithm 663

has been applied to linked Wikipedia pages in order to eval- 664
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10 15 20 25

Number of nodes in the taxonomy

0

0,2

0,4

0,6

0,8

1
A

cc
u
ra

cy Average
Best
Baseline

Fig. 9 Accuracy obtained using function F3 from Table 4 for a person

taxonomy with different number of nodes using the GA parameters

shown in Table 2

uate the results using the DBpedia taxonomy as reference, it665

can also be applied to other kind of linked web pages. We666

also consider to explore other kind of relationships between667

Wikipedia concepts. In the current system, the features that668

have been included as variables in the BNF grammar—669

cosine, AWD(average weight of distinct terms), etc.—are670

specifically designed to capture the subclass relationship.671

However, other features could be included for detecting more672

specific semantic relationships. For example, the semantic673

relationship IS-PART-OF can be found in the Wikipedia674

page for car, which says “These controls include a steering675

wheel,...,” where steering wheel is a link to the corresponding676

page. This relationship could be discovered by including new677

features related to the presence of some particular expres-678

sions referring to “to be part of.”679
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